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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

December 23, 1988

MEMORANDUM FOR: William C. Parler, General Counsel

Victor Stello, Jr.
Executive Director for Operations

FROM: John C. Hoyle, Acting Secretary

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - AFFIRMATION/DISCUSSION
AND VOTE, 11:30 A.M., WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
21, 1988, COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONE WHITE FLINT NORTH, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
(OPEN TO PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

I. SECY-88-287 - Commission Policy Statement on the
professional Conduct of Nuclear Power Plant Operators

The Commission, by a 5-0 vote, approved the attached "Policy
Statement on the Conduct of Nuclear Power Plant Operations."
Please note that the Commission has made substantial changes to
the Policy Statement from that proposed in SECY-88-287. The
attached policy statement should be made immediately effective
upon publication. Accordingly, you are requested to submit the
revised policy statement for publication in the Federal
Register.

(EDO) (SECY Suspense: 1/5/89)

In addition, the EDO should provide for prompt dissemination of
the policy statement to each power reactor licensee and to each
licensed reactor operator.

(EDO) (SECY Suspense: 2/15/89)

II. SECY-88-279A - Petition for Leave to Intervene in the
Comanche Peak Operating License and Construction Permit
amendments proceeding

The Commission, by a 5-0 vote, approved an order responding to
a late filed petition dated-August 11, 1988, from the Citizens
for Fair Utility Regulation which seeks to intervene in the
Comanche Peak Operating License and construction Permit
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Amendment Proceedings. The order denied the petition to
intervene.

(Subsequently, on December 21, 1988, the Acting Secretary
signed the Order.)
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III. SECY-88-319 - Petitions for Review of Three Shoreham
Appeal Board Decisions (ALAB 900, ALAB-901, ALAB-902)

The Commission, by a 4-0 vote, approved an order responding to
petitions by Long Island Lighting Company for review of
ALAB-900, ALAB-901, and ALAB-902.

The order denies review of ALAB-900 and ALAB-901. In addition
because the Commission took up by order of November 9, 1988,
the issue of whether the intervenors' conduct merited expulsion
from the entire proceeding or any other sanctions, the issue
presented in ALAB-902 is essentially moot, and the petition for
review of ALAB-902 was denied as well as the request for a stay
of ALAB-902. Commissioner Rogers had separate views which were
attached.

Commissioner Curtiss did not participate in this matter.

(Subsequently, on December 21, 1988, the Acting Secretary
signed the Order.)

In addition, the staff is directed to review the NRC's
emergency planning regulations and propose revisions designed
to eliminate unclarity and ambiguity in the regulations to
include what constitutes the exercise scope required prior to
full power licensing (see ALAB-900).
(EDO) (SECY Suspense: 6/89 - priority)

IV. SECY-88-336 - Order on Seabrook Station (Financial Qualif-
ications - Decommissioning Funding and Rule Waiver Issues)

The commission, by a 5-0 vote, approved an order which decided
the pending financial qualifications questions brought for its
consideration in the Seabrook proceeding.

The order required the applicant to provide reasonable
assurance that $72.1 million in funds are available for
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decommissioning before licensing for low power testing.

The Commission order also indicates that with decommissioning
expenses reasonably assured, there are no remaining significant
safety issues related to financial problems that need to be
addressed and denied the waiver petitions.

The order further provided that a low power testing license may
be issued by the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation after the applicants have satisfied staff that all
the decommissioning terms are met. Finally, to accommodate any
party that might wish to seek a stay, a low power license may
not issue until 10 days after notice by staff to the commission
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that the decommissioning funding terms of the decision have
been satisfied or issuance of the Licensing Board decision
disposing of additional onsite emergency planning issues,
whichever event shall later occur, but in any event not before
January 6, 1989. Any motions for a stay or other relief from
the order shall be brought to the Commission itself.

(Subsequently, on December 21, 1988, the Acting Secretary
signed the Order.)

V. SECY-88-346 Request for Commission Approval for the
Restart of the pilgrim Nuclear Power Station

The Commission, by a 5-0 vote, endorsed the staff's proposal to
permit the licensee to restart the Pilgrim Nuclear Power
Station provided the staff is satisfied that the licensee is
ready to proceed with the power ascension program. subsequent
to the initial criticality and completion of 5 percent power
testing, the staff should provide the commission with written
information reports detailing the plant status and adequacy of
the licensee's activities during each phase of the program.
The reports should also include the status of emergency
preparedness and the progress being made. Each report should
be provided to the Commission prior to the licensee's
proceeding to the next power level. In addition, the staff
should make reports on emergency planning matters when
significant milestones are met, regardless of the status of the
power ascension program.
(EDO) (SECY Suspense: When ready)
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Attachment:
As stated

cc: Chairman Zech
Commissioner Roberts
commissioner Carr
Commissioner Rogers
Commissioner Curtiss
GPA
PDR Ä Advance
DCS Ä P1-124
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Parts 50 and 55

Policy Statement on the Conduct
of Nuclear Power Plant Operations

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Final policy statement.

SUMMARY: This policy statement is being issued to make clear the Commi
ssion's
expectations of utility management and licensed
operators with respect to the conduct of nuclear power plant operation
s. The
Commission believes that it is essential that utility management at ea
ch nuclear
power reactor facility establish and maintain a professional working e
nvironment
with a focus on safety in control rooms and throughout the plant. The

Commis-
sion also believes that each individual licensed by the NRC to operate

the con-
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trols of a nuclear power reactor must be keenly aware that he or she h
olds the
special trust and confidence of the American people, conferred through

the NRC
license, and that his or her first responsibility is to assure that th
e reactor
is in a safe condition at all times. This policy statement specifical
ly
describes the Commission's expectations of utility management and lice
nsed
operators in fulfilling NRC regulations and prior guidance regarding t
he
conduct of control room operations.

The policy statement further provides the Commission's endorsement of
industry
initiatives to enhance professional-ism by both management and plant o
perators.

This policy statement is immediately effective upon publication.
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ÄFOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jack W. Roe, Office of Nuclear Reac
tor
Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555,
Telephone: (301) 492-1004.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

It is essential that control room operators are (1) well trained and
qualified, (2) physically and mentally fit to carry out their duties,
and
(3) attentive to plant status relevant to their responsibilities to en
sure the
continued safe operation of nuclear facilities. It is also essential
that
management at each nuclear power reactor facility establish and mainta
in a
professional working environment in which the licensed operator may be

fully
successful in discharging his or her safety responsibilities.

On a number of occasions, the NRC has received reports and has found
instances of operator inattentiveness and unprofessional behavior in c
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ontrol
rooms of some operating facilities. Reported instances include: (1) l
icensed
operators observed to be apparently sleeping while on duty in the cont
rol room
or otherwise being inattentive to their license obligations, (2) opera
tors using
entertainment devices (for example, radios, tape players, and video ga
mes) in
the control room in a way that might distract their attention from req
uired
safety-related duties, and (3) unauthorized individuals being allowed
to
manipulate reactivity controls. such conduct is
unacceptable and inconsistent with the operators' licensed duties.
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The Commission has previously addressed its expectations of operator
conduct in Commission regulations and regulatory guidance.
Under CFR 50.54(k), "An operator or senior operator licensed
pursuant to Part 55 of this chapter shall be present at the controls a
t all
times during the operation of the facility."' The continuous presence
of a
senior operator in the control room to ensure that the operator at the

controls
is able to perform the actions necessary to prevent and/or mitigate an

accident
is required by •50.54(m)(2)(iii). Commission regulations in 10 CFR
Part 55 establish standards for licensing nuclear power plant operator
s.

The Commission has addressed operator training and qualifications and
fitness for duty in policy statements. 2 The policy statement on tra
ining and
qualifications endorsed the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INP
O)-
managed Training Accreditation Program. The policy statement on fitne
ss for
duty endorsed the concept that the workplace at nuclear power plants i
s to be
drug and alcohol free. Fitness for duty rulemaking is under considera
tion by
the Commission.^3
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1 Copies of Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 0 to 199 (
revised
January 1, 1988), may be purchased from the Superintendent of Document
s, U.S.
Government Printing Office, by calling (202) 275-2060 or by writing to

the
U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082, Washington, DC 20013-
7082.
Copies may also be purchased from the National Technical Information S
ervice,
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. A copy of 10 CFR is avai
lable
for inspection and/or copying for a fee in the NRC Public Document Roo
m,
2120 L Street, NW, Washington DC.

2 Policy Statement on Training and Qualification of Nuclear Power P
lant
Personnel (50 FR 11147, March 20, 1985) and Policy Statement on Fitnes
s for
Duty of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel (51 FR 27921, August 4, 1986).

3 [Reference Proposed Rulemaking Fitness For Duty]
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Guidance regarding the conduct of licensed operators and control room
operations has been addressed in an NRC Circular and in NRC Informatio
n
Notices. ^4 Specifically, IE Information Notice 79-20 Revision 1, emp
hasized
that only licensed operators are permitted to manipulate controls [10
CFR
50.54(i)] and that a licensed operator is required to be present at th
e con-
trols during facility operation [10 CFR 50.54(k)]. IE Circular 81-02 p
rovided
the following guidance: (1) knowledge of the plant's status must be en
sured
during shift changes by a formal watch turnover and relief, (2) licens
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ed oper-
ators must be alert and attentive to instruments and controls, (3) pot
entially
distracting activities in the control room must be prohibited, (4) acc
ess to
the control room must be limited, and (5) eating and training activiti
es should
not compromise operator attentiveness or a professional atmosphere. I
nforma-
tion Notice 85-53 reiterated the guidance of IE Circular 81-02.

In Information Notice 87-21, the NRC informed all nuclear power reacto
r
facilities and licensed operators about certain licensed operators obs
erved
to be apparently sleeping while on duty. The notice reaffirmed the ne
cessity
for high standards of control room professionalism and operator attent
iveness
to ensure safe operation of nuclear power facilities. Further, Inform
ation
Notice 88-20 reiterated the concern about unauthorized individuals man
ipulating
controls and performing control room activities.

The Commission is aware that the industry has taken action to foster t
he
development of professional codes of conduct by operators and has work
ed
toward establishing management principles for enhancing professionalis
m of
nuclear personnel. The Commission believes that such an operator code

of
conduct developed by operators and supported by utility management can
contribute to operator professionalism and commends the industry and
especially the operators who contributed to these efforts. The Commis
sion
encourages and supports the prompt and effective implementation of the
se
industry initiatives at each licensed power reactor.

4 IE Circular 81-02, dated February 9, 1981; Information Notice 79-20,
Revision 1, dated September 7, 1979; Information Notice 85-53, dated J
uly 12,
1985; Information Notice 87-21, dated May 11, 1987; and Information No
tice
88-20, dated May 5, 1988 (available at the NRC Public Document Room at
2120 L Street, NW, Washington, DC).
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The Commission has decided to issue this policy statement to help fost
er
the development and maintenance of a safety culture at every facility
licensed
by the NRC, and to make clear its expectations of utility management a
nd
licensed operators in fulfilling NRC regulations and prior guidance re
garding
the conduct of control room operations.

Policy Statement

The Commission believes that the working environment provided for the
conduct of operations at nuclear power facilities has a direct relatio
nship to
safety. Management has a duty and obligation to foster the developmen
t of a
"safety culture" at each facility and to provide a professional workin
g envi-
ronment, in the control room and throughout the facility, that assures

safe
operations. management must provide the leadership that nur-
tures and perpetuates the safety culture.
In this context, the term "safety culture" is defined as follows:

"The phrase 'safety culture' refers to a very general matter, the pers
onal
dedication and accountability of all individuals engaged in any activi
ty which
has a bearing on the safety of nuclear power plants. The starting poi
nt for
the necessary full attention to safety matters is with the senior mana
gement
of all organizations concerned. Policies are established and implemen
ted which
ensure correct practices, with the recognition that their importance l
ies not
just in the practices themselves but also in the environment of safety

con-
sciousness which they create. Clear lines of responsibility and commu
nication
are established; sound procedures are developed; strict adherence to t
hese pro-
cedures is demanded; internal reviews are performed of safety related
activi-
ties; above all, staff training and education emphasize the reasons be
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hind the
safety practices established, together with the consequences for safet
y of
shortfalls in personal performance.

"These matters are especially-important for operating organizations an
d
the staff directly engaged in plant operation. For the latter, at all

levels,
training emphasizes the significance of their individual tasks from th
e
standpoint of basic understanding and knowledge of the plant and the e
quipment
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at their command, with special emphasis on the reasons underlying safe
ty
limits and the safety consequences of violations. Open attitudes are
required
in such staff to ensure that information relevant to plant safety is f
reely
communicated; when errors of practice are committed, their admission i
s
particularly encouraged. By these means, an all pervading safety thin
king is
achieved, allowing an inherently questioning attitude, the prevention
of
complacency, a commitment to excellence, and the fostering of both per
sonal
accountability and corporate self-regulation in safety matters. "5/

Nuclear power plant operators have a professional responsibility to
ensure that the facility is operated safely and within the requirement
s of the
facility's license, including its technical specifications and the reg
ulations
and orders of the NRC. Mechanical and electrical systems and componen
ts
required for safety can and do fail. However, the automated safety fe
atures
of the plant, together with the operator, can identify at an early sta
ge
degradation in plant systems that could affect reactor safety. The op
erator
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can take action to mitigate the situation. Therefore, nuclear power p
lant
operators on each shift must have knowledge of those aspects of plant
status
relevant to their responsibilities, maintain their working environment

free
of distractions, and using all their senses, be alert to prevent or mi
tigate
any operational problems. Each individual licensed by the NRC to oper
ate the
controls of a nuclear power reactor must be keenly aware that he or sh
e holds
the special trust and confidence of the American people, conferred thr
ough the
NRC license, and that his or her first responsibility is to assure tha
t the
reactor is in a safe condition at all times.

The following criteria reflect the Commission's expectations concernin
g
the conduct of operations in control rooms and licensed operators at n
uclear
reactors consistent with 10 CFR 50.54 and guidance provided in an NRC
Circular
and Information Notices:

- Conduct within the control room should always be professional a
nd

proper, reflecting a safety-minded approach to routine operatio
ns.

The operator "at the controls" and the immediate supervisor mus
t never

relinquish their safety responsibilities unless properly reliev
ed,

including a thorough turnover briefing, by a qualified operator
.

5 International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG)-3, Basic Safety
Principles for Nuclear Power Plants.
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- Activities within the control room should be performed with
formality. and-precision Operator actions must be in accordance
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with approved procedures. Verbal communications should be clear
and concise. Appropriate consideration should be given to the need
for acknowledgement and verification of instructions received.

- The control room of a nuclear power plant, and in particular the
area "at the controls", must be secure from intrusion. Access
should be strictly controlled by a designated authority; only
authorized personnel should be permitted to be present in the
control room; and regulatory restrictions concerning manipulation
of the controls must be meticulously observed.

- The operator at the controls, and the immediate supervisor, must be
continuously alert to plant conditions and ongoing activities
affecting plant operations, including conditions external to the
plant such as grid stability, meteorological conditions, and change
in support equipment status; operational occurrences should be
anticipated; alarms and off-normal conditions should be promptly
responded to; and problems affecting reactor operations should be
corrected in a timely fashion.

- Activities within the control room should be limited to those
necessary for the safe operation of the plant. Management should
provide the direction, facilities, and resources needed to
accommodate activities not directly related to plant operations.

- Activities outside the control room with the potential to affect
plant operations, such as on-line maintenance and surveillance,
should be fully coordinated with the control room. Effective metho

ds
for communication with or notification of the operator at the con-
trols should be established and maintained throughout each evolutio

n.

- Written records of plant operations must be carefully prepared and
maintained in accordance with requirements for such records and in
sufficient detail to provide a full understanding of operationally
significant matters.
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- The working environment in the control room should be maintained to
minimize distractions to the operators. Management should act to
remove distractions that would interfere with the operator's
ability to monitor the plant either audibly or visually including
and/or work activities that are not related to the operator's
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immediate responsibility for safe plant operation. Consideration
should be given to reducing environmental distractions such as
lighted alarms that are not operationally significant, nuisance
or alarms that signify normal operating conditions.

- Foreign objects and materials not necessary for plant operations,
ongoing maintenance, or surveillance testing should be restricted
from the area "at the controls" to preclude inadvertent actuation
of the controls or contamination of control devices.

Implementation of Policy

The Commission intends this Policy Statement to make clear the Commiss
ion's
expectations and to provide guidance to licensees in improving and ass
essing
the conduct of operations in the control rooms of nuclear power Plants
. The
Commission believes that utility management should routinely monitor t
he con-
duct of operations at the plant, particularly in the control room, and

review
their procedures and policies on the conduct of operations, considerin
g the
guidance of this Policy Statement, to assure they-support an environme
nt for
professional conduct.

Nothing in this policy statement limits the authority of the NRC to ta
ke
appropriate enforcement action for violations of Commission requiremen
ts on
matters otherwise affecting the safe operation of the plant and thus t
he
public health and safety.
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Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this day of , 1988.

FOR THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.
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Samuel J. Chilk,
Secretary of the Commission.
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